
Capstone psych W2- influences of Social environment on me

-we spend most of our time doing things with others

-the enviro influences us when we are awake by providing stimuli and other info (we are interacting
with social enviro for half of our day; spend average 8.7 hrs sleeping, 3.4 hrs alone, 12hrs interacting
with others, 2.2hrs TV/emailing

-a great proportion of our social envoi is other people and they are a major source of info (family,
friends, collegues)

-TV, internet etc are the next largest sources of info

-all stimuli come to you in time and space: temporal unfolding of events, spatial distribution of
events, these stimuli all constitute meaningful stimuli/info which impact our world

Eg. gaze, facial expression, non verbal behaviour, posture, conversation

Diff kinds of joint activities:

Referential behaviour: referring to objects other than themselves eg. conversation between 2
people, talking about politics (other than themselves, topic); this is necessary for goal-directed
activities

-goal-directed activities allow people to achieve objectives that cannot be individually achieved

Non referential behaviour: not referring to objects other than themselves

Social influences & consequences:

non-referential behaviour: facial expression, non verbal behaviour and posture

referential behaviour: joint gaze, conversation

Facial expression: newborn children/neonates mimic adult facial expressions without knowing it eg.
returning a smile, concern

-facial EMG found that facial expression
elicit facial muscular activity congruent with
the presented facial expressions

-dynamic facial expressions activated a part
in the inferior frontal gyrus (Broca’s area-
lang processing) which suggests that facial
mimicry may occur overtly

Facial mimicry: someone else’s facial
expression influences your own expression
via nonconscious mimicry; happy and angry faces seem to work

Intrapersonal consequence: your subtle facial expressions even when you’re not aware can influence
your affective states (facial feeback hypothesis- where you rate funniness of cartoons wile holding
pen between lip (frowning face) vs. teeth (smiling face)  *refer to chart* pen in liphandteeth (in
order of least to  most funniest)



-using own emotional expression to judge if the person is expreincing the emtotionrating
funniness

Interpersonal consequence: (on 3rd person) trying to find  if people can recognise the facial
expression of the erpson is noncosnicosuly mimckign someone elses’s facial expression- contagious
effect- influenced and passed on (info/emotion travels)

-partiicpants judged the affect of the video tapes of the mimicker’s faicial expressions

Long term consequence:

Zajonc et al People were shown a person’s picture when he was young and old, a nd a set of
opposite sex persons’ pictures (age matched). Among the pictures was the target’s married partner.
They were told to rank order the pictures in similarity. Lower numbers mean more similar.

-no sig difference between young couples

-sig diff between older couples- spent
more time together, behave matching;
mimicry similar to each other on many
levels- lang, behave, beliefs

Nonverbal behave: people in social interaction tend to move their bodies together (synchrony) and
siilalry (beahv matching; nonverbal mimicry)

-people in synchrony tend to develop rapport (synchrony maybe means enhanced liking) but pairs
showing beahv matching did not show rapport *chart*

Nonverbal mimicry: person interacts with someone who rubs face or shakes foot and then interacts
with another person who shakes foot or rubs face and their behave was observed; more mimicry
when confederate and person doing the same action

Fidings: a person interacts with a onfederate who mimics the particiapant’s nonverbal bheavs in 1
condition vs. a particiant interacts with a confederate who maintained a neutral posture; momre
mimicry when interaction is more smooth vs. interaction is likeable

From thinking man to talking nets: interaction or spread within braoder social network
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Spread of happiness: social (how directly related to you) and physical distance (eg. neighbour) of
someone to you affects you; if they are happy so are you

-greater social interaction= lower mortality

Berkman and Syme (1979) study: the fewer social ties people had in survey, the more likely they
were to die over the next 9 yea period

Nonreferential behavior other’s nonreferential behave can influence your affect hrough diff
chanenls; theses social infleunces can have sig long-term consequences for your general well-being

Refernetial behavejoint gaze/joint attention: enables us to attend to the same object and to share
percpetins, obligatory, automatic

-from an early age humans can follow antoher’s gaze, someone’s gaze can automatically shift your
attention almost innately conditioned to be interested in what others are interested in

conversation: enables us to conceptualise the same object and to share
concpetions

-interactions or engaging in joint actiivites requires conversaitons to be a part(panning a family trip,
making a poster)

-a concvo is successful when they end u with sharing their concpetions (when your partner shares
the same idea as you after a convo even thought hey didn't have that idea at the start)

-to share ideas, you need to have shared ideas to begin with (common ground)start with a set of
shared ideas and end up with more shared ideas

-conversation is info transmission/sharing

-you have joint activity/joing gaze and acorss tiem, info is transmitted form 1 erson to another etc.

Ground model: 1. Common ground: a set of shared conceptiosn in convo (a set of conceptions that
are actually and perceived to be shared, need shared info to add new/additional info so common
gorund keeps building in process)

2. grounding: adding a new mutual understanding to the common ground (peipl take it in turns to
coordinate their utteracws to ground a mutual understanfing)

-a gorudnign acitivty consists of the 1
conversant’s presentation of an idea nd
aother conversant’s acceptance of it
(need to give evidence of comprehension
eg. Facial expression as feedback)

To align common ground= DYAD

Referential communication: Garrod et al.
(2007) study

-A dyad was given the same list of objects.
One person (director) drew a picture
about an object in the list, so that the



other (matcher) could identify what the director was drawing. They repeated this over several blocks
(see right for “cartoon”).

Findings SD-F: the same person stays
on as the director, but the matcher gives
no feedback.

SD+F: the same person stays on as the
director, but the matcher gives feedback.
Receiving feedback

DD+F: the pair take turns to act as the
director and matcher. Helps
communication better

A COMMUNITY

-A dyad (or a small group) can make an explicit agreement to perform a certain behaviour (a kind of
“pact” or “promise”).

-However, can a group of people who do not interact with each other simultaneously (i.e., a
community) develop something like a norm?

– Descriptive norm: what most people do

– Injunctive norm: what people should or should not do.

Fay et al (2010 study: similar task as above given to a community of 8 indivs; In the community
condition, 4 dyads were constructed from a “community”, and they engaged in this communication
game with different partners for each block; Different communities developed very different
systems of communication (i.e., descriptive norms).

-people started using similar symbols to interact at round 4, people can tell it's the same thing
although they haven’t interacted before *diagram*

BRadd pitt example: community has developed a way tot convey brad Pitt (Pictionary) by drwing
pits; usng the sma esmbols within a community, differs within other communities (norms- sameset
of ideas to convery info)

Motivations of our info sharing:

1.relevance: Whatever is relevant for the joint activity tends to be groundedRelevance for task
&Relevance for social relationship regulation

2.Emotion: Social sharing of emotion/info; emotional experinces remembered well and talked aout
more, spreading that info and emotion

Harber and Cohen (2005) study: looked at how psych students who saw dead bodies (Emotiaon
leperince) talked about their expeirnce by priary sharing and talked about byt heir contact
s(Secondary sharing) and contact’s contacts (tertiary sharing)

-findings: students emotioan rkeactions predicted their subsequent primary sharing (over 3
generations ina few days, form 250 to 900 info spread



-greater the emotional expericne, greater the arounsal= more likely to talk to others, stronger the
spread

Health (2001) sudy: looked at rate of info spread of urban legends, a man swallowed pieces of dead
rat on the internet; found that diff types of emotions, the more disgusting the greter the
spread/talked about more

-emotions drives info (important)

Consequences of social interaction: social interactions result in sharin go emotions and cognition

-people tend to interact with those who are similar to them in charactersistcs

-social influence and social selection can result in social clustertinf of cogntions, emotions and
motivations

Social influence and political opion: as we shift info, oepions become similar/closer *graph*

-interaction partner’s political preference is related to one’s political resference

Descriptive norm: support for a candidate in a presidential electonw as influenced by on’es non
relative interaction partner- social info from social etwrok reflect sthe percepton, norm of the
community

-interaction partner’s political opinions form a basis of one’s descriptive nrom

Social networks affects:

• attitudes (epoel who you interactwith infleunces you views on things that talk about
• social betwrokds affect descriptive norms (epole who you interact with tend to shaoe your

views about what most people supposedly think/feel/do
• social netwroks influence your atteidues and behave via communicative and normative

paths
Huckfedlt (2002) study: *graph*

-It is still possible for your social networks to be heterogeneous; heterogeneity in political opinions
within one’s social network ?

-If you agree with your interaction partner, your opinion environment (other partners’ opinions) and
your partner’s environment tend to be similar

-If you disagree with your interaction partner, your environment and your partner’s environment
tend to be somewhat different from each other

-we tend to cluster together with those have the same opinons (homogenous)

 our social environment influences us; not only our immediate social environment, but also the
social environment beyond our immediate social contacts.

– Direct social influence

– Indirect social influence

Capstone psych W3: role of mass media and public campaign

-2 conceptions of mass media communication 1. Traditional conception “persuading the thinking
man” & 2. New conception “engaging with talking nets/networked agents”



Traditional strategy: persuading the thinking man

-presenting well informed and well reasoned argument to indiv, persuading a rational thinker to
change their action through compelling facts and args

-potential barriers are: capturing the audience’s attention to ensure that message gets through;
preventing the audience’s counter arg; ensuring that the
audience is motivated to process message (Self relevance)

Yale Communication Paradigm:

-Carl Hovland’s learning approach to communication

-One-way communication

Cognitive Response Paradigm:

-Ohio State cognitive approach that recognized the active
role of the message recipient

-1.5-way communication?

-thinking society is the cognitive response; the receivers
not only receives the info to learn it but also generate
counter args/thoughts

Elaboration likelihood model 1:

-there are 2 routes of persuasion= 1. Central route (deliberate
processing of message eg. Strong args) & 2. Peripheral route
(snap judgements based on simple cues eg. Source
attractiveness, long essays should also be good essays
assump)

-ability and motivation to elaborate on the message received
determines which route is taken

Elaboration likelihood model 2:

-cognitive resources & motivation is needed to
elaborate on the messages



Elaboration likelihood model 3:

-strong A-B relation= convinced that
message signal is right so go along with the
behave

-weak A-B relation= attitude-resultant
behave (don’t happen as often)

-engage the receiver is the best way to
present a message (to be persuaded)

Theory of reasoned action/ planned
behaviour:

To make a message self-relevant (to influence public attitude):

-self relevance= the key for engaging the public

-a message is self-relevant id it facilities or hinders self’s goal-directed activitiessome are
consciously held goals, others non conscious goals and some are chronic, long-term goals or
situationally primed, short term goals

-self can be indiv self (one’s personal self), relational self (personal self + significant others),
collective self (personal self + in-group, club/country to which you belong)

-benefits or losses aren’t the only things that are self relevant

-2 factors that increase the self-relevance of an issue(importance of the social): personal experience
(they have similar experiences, their close others had similar experiences ) & talking with close
others about the issue (strong motivator)

Preventing or circumventing people’s counter-arg:

-hide the intention to persuade (which could reduce the audience’s intention to counter-arg but
doesn’t result in reduction b/c could have spontaneous counter-arg)

-present info without ‘arguing’ (argumentation vs. narrative form where people listen and counter
arg stops esp when they are really engaged in the story, it’s a diff kind of info and can affect our
beliefs and attitudes) hearing story vs. completely persuaded

Narrative and transportation:

-people who are exposed to a narrative may be transported (reader losses access to some real world
facts in favour of accepting the narrative) and transportation decreases the audience’s counter arg
and increase persuasion




